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DAY 1 | THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5
 8:00 — 8:30 WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS OF PARTICIPANTS & FACULTY

 8:30 — 9:30 SESSION 1:  EMPLOYEE RELATIONS & REGULATIONS DURING CRISIS 
Presenter: Mark Griffin, CEO — In His Name HR (PA)
Overview: For the HR issues of many ABHE institutions, the buck stops at the CFO’s desk. During a crisis, this demands a new level 
of employee care and understanding. What are the options, implications and regulations for employees? How can an institution best 
adjust the payroll part of their budget while honoring their staff? Consider:

 � Reviewing the range for employee relations — termination, furlough, etc. — options
 � Understanding the impact of communications and process — respect & honor
 � Knowing the risks and rewards of government payroll assistance — opportunities
 � Planning well and minimizing surprises — thinking ahead

 9:30 — 10:00 Q & A DISCUSSION

 10:00 — 10:30 REFRESHMENT BREAK

 10:30 — 11:30 SESSION 2: PRUDENT USE OF GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
Presenter: Dave Moja, CEO — Dave Moja & Company (GA)
Overview: The pandemic crisis has unleashed an unprecedented level of government financial assistance giving the potential of 
reprieve from financial exigency. But is receiving all government money wise? What are the risks and what are we learning about 
potential incumbrances this may place on an institution? Consider:

 � Surveying the options of government assistance
 � Looking carefully at the rewards and risks of receiving government funds
 � Accounting for fund distributions — in audits and to government
 � Missing the common mistakes — cautions to heed

 11:30 — 12:00 Q & A DISCUSSION

 12:00 — 1:00 LUNCH – CATERED AT THE CONFERENCE CENTER

 1:00 — 2:00 SESSION 3: LEADING AN INSTITUTION THROUGH CRISIS
Presenter: Mark Maxwell, President — Prairie College (AB)
Overview: Perhaps never has there been a time for nimble financial oversight like this pandemic crisis. This is not the season for 
just a casual grasp of the audited financial statement — looking backward as you lead forward. Prudent CFO’s assist their presidents 
with a strategic plan for the relevant posting of important information that leads to timely decisions. Think through this process with a 
distinguished president whom God has gifted with wise financial oversight:

 � Creating a dashboard with vital strategic information — relevant data
 � Establishing protocols for systematic review — smart systems
 � Weaving scenario planning into budgeting — multiple options
 � Having wise discernment, making prudent decisions — proactive initiative

 2:00 — 2:30 Q & A DISCUSSION

 2:30 — 3:00 REFRESHMENT BREAK

 3:00 — 4:00 SESSION 4: TRACKING THE RIGHT NUMBERS — ESPECIALLY DURING CRISIS 
Presenter: Fred Johnson, CEO/CPA — Telecom Communications; Former Commission Member (AL)
Overview: Tracking numbers is the story of a CFO’s life; it’s our stock and trade. But during a crisis, knowing the right numbers 
to watch and understanding what they mean is essential . . . it’s priceless. Consider the essential data that comprises institutional 
financial intelligence during crisis with a distinguished CFO/CEO, including:

 � Watching the right numbers and knowing why they’re important
 � Relating crisis-related decisions to crucial changes in numbers
 � Fitting the numbers together into a cohesive financial picture
 � Knowing what lines to not cross and where financial danger lies

 4:00 — 4:30 Q & A DISCUSSION

 4:30 — 5:00 FRESHEN UP BREAK

 5:00 — 7:00 DINNER & FELLOWSHIP
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DAY 2 | FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6
 8:00 — 8:30 WELCOME AND REVIEW

 8:30 — 9:30 SESSION 5:  THE CFO’S ROLE & RESPONSIBILITIES DURING CRISIS
Presenter: Jeff Spear, CEO — CFO Colleague (FL)
Overview: Nothing tests the leadership team, and particularly the CFO, like a crisis. Relevant information; particularly related to 
forecasting, is critical, along with a variety of driving activity metrics. Building consensus with a solid foundation of data can lead to 
prudent decisions. What changes in the normal functions of a CFO during crisis? How does the CFO serve the board and leadership 
team through uncharted waters? Including:

 � Re-thinking the schedule and nature of financial reports
 � Considering near term points of strategic financial analysis
 � Sharpening your skill to interpret the numbers
 � Creating nimble forecasts within realistic budgets

 9:30 — 10:00 Q & A DISCUSSION

 10:00 — 10:30 REFRESHMENT BREAK

 10:30 — 11:30 SESSION 6: STRATEGIC PLANNING & BUSINESS MODEL IMPLICATIONS DURING CRISIS
Presenter: Matt Kelly, CFO — Association for Biblical Higher Education (FL)
Overview: Most if not all executive teams are planning for major budget adjustments for the Fall.  All leaders are on high alert. Beyond 
vital data and prudent decisions, a wise CFO is carefully monitoring the impact of decisions on strategic planning and the institutional 
business model. Consider:

 � Reviewing the assumptions within a sustainable business model
 � Tracking budget changes and projections related to institutional viability
 � Measuring risk levels commensurate with decisions & assumptions – the what if’s
 � Keeping track of the bottom line

 11:30 — 12:00 Q & A DISCUSSION

 12:00 — 1:00 LUNCH — CATERED AT THE CONFERENCE CENTER

 1:00 — 2:00 SESSION 7: EFFECTIVE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF ONLINE EDUCATION 
Presenter: Shirley Cadle — Nazarene Bible College (KS)
Overview: This Spring witnessed a massive shift to online education across the Association thanks to the pandemic. This creates 
unique challenges for the CFO to astutely manage this unique delivery model. What should you know about the distinctive challenges 
of the financial management of online education? Consider important principles and lessons from a seasoned CFO with long-term 
experience in the effective management of online education:

 � Defining the key financial metrics of online education — essential data
 � Understanding the nuances and variables of selling online courses — revenues & expenses
 � Building an effective budget for online course delivery — net profitability
 � Monitoring reality — timely statistics and reports

 2:00 — 2:30 Q & A DISCUSSION

 2:30 — 3:00 REFRESHMENT BREAK

 3:00 — 4:00 SESSION 8: THE ART & SCIENCE OF FINANCIAL SCENARIO PLANNING 
Presenter:  Jan Haas, Partner — CFO Colleague (PA)
Overview: In the tumult of the current higher education climate, increasingly leadership teams are engaged in scenario planning 
— scripting multiple options for enrollment, tuition discounting, competitive challenges, new program initiatives in addition to the 
implications of a pandemic. What does this look like in the CFO’s role, especially for budget preparation and management? Consider 
key components and benefits of scenario planning . . . including:

 � Understanding the basics of scenario planning — getting started
 � Confirming the assumptions for various scenario options — triggers
 � Thinking through the implications of various scenarios — pivots
 � Managing the moving pieces of scenario planning — oversight

 4:00 — 4:30 Q & A DISCUSSION

 4:30 — 5:00 FRESHEN UP BREAK

 5:00 — 7:00 DINNER & FELLOWSHIP
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